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Introduction

On the Western Side of Germany's Iron Curtain

On August 3, 1984, a truck bearing the identity of the fake but cleverly named Friedemann Grün (or Peaceman Green) company carried Greenpeace activists into the compound of the coal-fired power station Buschhaus near Helmstedt. Within minutes, the protesters assembled a ladder, climbed a cooling tower, and unfurled a banner denouncing the plant as a major polluter (Figure I.1). Buschhaus became the object of an acute political crisis in the Federal Republic because it was slated to open without desulfurization filters at the height of public anxiety about acid rain and forest dieback. Although the West German government had passed a directive in 1983 that required such filters, Buschhaus had been authorized years earlier and was about to be grandfathered in without them. Its supporters cited the jobs the plant would provide, its opponents the pollution it would emit. The discord over Buschhaus entered the annals of West German environmental history as a classic conflict between economy and ecology and as an indicator of West Germany's newly developed ecological consciousness.1

Yet what amplified the conflict was the coal power plant's location. Buschhaus had been built in the West German borderlands right on the Iron Curtain. It belonged to a company, the Braunschweigische Kohle Bergwerke (BKB), whose coal mining fields had been sliced in half by the inter-German border in 1932. Without access to all the coal deposits, the long-term viability of BKB was at risk; its staff therefore regarded Buschhaus as a new lease on life. In the political economy of the Federal Republic, the regions along the border, the "zonal borderlands" where the BKB was located, had acquired preferential treatment as depressed
areas. State subsidies flowed into the border counties to create and retain industrial jobs, hence regional political leaders' dogged support for the smoke-belching project. The border also magnified the environmental dimension of Buschhaus because it was instantly cast as a transboundary issue. At a time when the Federal Republic was chiding East Germany for its unparalleled sulfur dioxide emissions, allowing a coal power plant to go online without filters right on their shared border, and upward of the German Democratic Republic (GDR), was diplomatically unwise. The environmental activists picked up on the transboundary cue. On June 17, 1985, the federal holiday celebrating German unity, the organization Robin Wood staged a protest on the border. Its banner hovered over the demarcation line, and a GDR watchtower formed the backdrop (Figure 1.1). The conflict over Buschhaus was much more than a clash between economy and ecology. It was shaped by the presence of the inter-German border and reminded everyone that Germany remained a divided country.

This book examines the consequences of the volatile inter-German border for West Germany. It takes a fresh look at the history of the "old" Federal Republic and the German reunification process from the spatial perspective of the West German borderlands that emerged along the Cold War demarcation line. The 1,393-kilometer-long border between the two German states was part of the Iron Curtain that divided postwar Europe into West and East. Unlike its urban sibling, the iconic Berlin Wall, the inter-German border meandered mostly through rural landscapes, often in the form of a fence running through fields. Yet the western border counties were also home to cities such as Lübeck, Wolfsburg, Braunschweig, Salzgitter, Göttingen, Kassel, Fulda, Coburg, and Hof. These borderlands did not merely mirror some larger developments in the Federal Republic but helped to shape them. Acknowledging my debt to the late Daphne Berdahl, one of the first scholars to address Iron Curtain borderlands after 1990, I consider these border regions to be "fields of heightened consciousness" and argue that they formed the most sensitive geographical space in West Germany. 2 Throughout the lifetime of the "old" Federal Republic, this area constituted a laboratory where West Germany had to wrestle in concrete ways with its ideological adversary, socialist East Germany. If the new western state was to be successful, the blessings of its economic, political, and social order—the very countermodel to the GDR—had to reach into every corner of West Germany in order to unfold its integrative force. In the borderlands, state authorities had to address the practical consequences of partition in order to firmly integrate these liminal regions into the state territory. These consequences affected the local economies and infrastructure, manifested themselves as ideological competition in the realm of culture as long as the border was still permeable, and, as the Buschhaus episode indicates, became tangible in environmental relations.

To gauge the consequences of the Iron Curtain for West Germany and throw the border-centered interactions between West and East into sharp relief, this book employs topical chapters. Two chapters address the economic consequences of the inter-German border for the Federal Republic. They make the case that the West German borderlands coalesced as a spatial unit due to economic processes and the lobbying work of those affected by them. From the perspective of the eastern periphery, they trace how the Federal Republic adjusted to its postwar economic geography. A chapter on tourism to the Iron Curtain explores West German ways of seeing the border and follows the narrative arc from the 1950s into the 1990s, when some of the same locations that used to put partition on display switched to commemorating a country once divided. Three chapters engage environmental themes, such as transboundary pollution, border-induced landscape change, and the planned nuclear industrial site at Gorleben that, like Buschhaus, was meant to bring jobs to the borderlands. Together, these

FIGURE 1.1. On June 17, 1985, the environmental activists of Robin Wood staged a protest against the Buschhaus coal-fired power station right on the demarcation line against the backdrop of a GDR watchtower.
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chapters constitute the first environmental history of the German Iron Curtain. The book thus examines the history of West Germany and the inter-German border from several perspectives, each of which considers the narrative beyond the 1990 caesura and thereby integrates the “long” postwar era with the postunification decades. Much historical scholarship on postwar Germany remains wedded to a 1945–1990 timeframe, leaving postunification history grossly understudied. The study of unification itself is strongly driven by anniversaries. There is diminishing justification for the 1990 caesura, and this book provides a model of how to write across it.

Recent scholarship on the German Iron Curtain has shown that the divide was profoundly shaped by the interactions between both German states and Germans on each side, by the give and take that unfolded in “high” politics as well as in local encounters. As the border solidified discursively and materially, it created borderlands on both sides. In the East, military authorities demarcated a 3-kilometer-deep security zone in 1942 that was off limits to nonresidents and became an integral part of the border fortifications. As Thomas Lindenberger has argued, the ripple effects of the GDR border regime proved constitutive for the East German dictatorship. In the West, residents of a county-deep strip along the demarcation line turned to the state for support to compensate for the economic disruptions the border was causing. State support was slow in coming, but once aid measures took shape, these areas came to be known in West Germany as “zonal borderlands” (Zonenrandgebiete). Including the “wet border” on the Baltic in the North and the border between Bavaria and Czechoslovakia in the South, the regions officially recognized as adversely affected by the Iron Curtain amounted to almost 20 percent of the Federal Republic’s territory and were inhabited by almost 12 percent of its population.

Zonenrandgebiete: the awkward name of these border regions was itself an artifact of the early Cold War. It contained a dismissive slur against socialist East Germany. By referring to the German Democratic Republic as “the Zone,” West Germans implied that despite the founding of an independent East German state in 1949, the GDR remained a Soviet puppet regime not much different from the Soviet military occupation zone that it had once been. Calling the West German regions along the demarcation line “zonal borderlands” served as a reminder that they were a product of partition. This book explains how the conditions of the Cold War helped create these West German borderlands, elucidates the many ways in which they mattered throughout the history of the “old” Federal Republic, and shows how their afterlives continue to reverberate in reunified Germany. The border regions thus stand at the center of inquiry. Yet they also served as a lens through which to regard the history of the Federal Republic, its relations to the GDR, and the process of reunification.

As Eagle Glassheim reminds us, the borderlands created by the Iron Curtain have little in common with the lively contact zones and culturally hybrid spaces that animate much of borderland scholarship. Although the inter-German border was never hermetically sealed, as its moniker “Iron Curtain” implied, it was fully intended to separate adversarial ideologies and inhibit migration. It moved from being fluid and porous to becoming increasingly restrictive and static. East and West German border guards policed their respective sides, and Allied troops reserved the right to maintain military outposts on the demarcation line and to patrol it whenever they saw fit. From its early days, the inter-German border gained notoriety as a deadly structure; according to the latest figures, the East German border regime claimed up to three hundred lives there before it was dismantled. Throughout its existence, the inter-German border remained a contested political boundary and retained its symbolic power as the frontline of the global Cold War.

Fueled by this symbolic valence, the Iron Curtain magnified all activities and occurrences within its orbit. For example, East German border authorities perceived Sunday outings by ordinary West Germans who came to see the border as a centrally orchestrated psychological warfare operation to challenge the existence of the GDR. Similarly, the pollution of rivers in the borderlands was not just an environmental problem like any other but turned into a hot-button issue in inter-German relations because the pollutants swept into the Federal Republic from the GDR. Transboundary air and water contamination subsequently brought some locations in the West German borderlands into disrepute during the 1970s and 1980s, yet the same decades also marked the “rediscovery” of the borderlands as allegedly authentic rural spaces and “intact” landscapes. Since accelerated modernization during the postwar reconstruction years had passed these regions by, their less developed status now turned from an economic liability into a tourist asset. As this book shows, a borderland perspective provides a unique vantage point on the environmental histories of East and West Germany, in terms of both pollution and landscape change. Finally, the borderlands also assumed a key role in determining Germany’s energy future when they were chosen in 1977 as the site of a nuclear waste
reprocessing and storage plant that was thought to be essential to the nuclear industry’s development. However, instead of securing the industry’s ascendency, the choice of the village of Gorleben in Lower Saxony triggered a lasting protest movement that amalgamated with and furthered similar anti-nuclear protests elsewhere in the country, ultimately putting a stop to nuclear energy use in Germany. In all these respects, the periphery became central to West German history, even as remoteness and peripherality continued to undergird borderland residents’ claim to state support throughout the postwar decades.

As a historiographical subject, the inter-German border is finally moving out of the shadow of the better known Berlin Wall. Recent works have explored particular locales along the German Iron Curtain, adding significantly to our understanding of how the evolving border regime affected the communities it divided. On the basis of her microstudy of the adjacent towns Neustadt in Bavaria (West) and Sonneberg in Thuringia (East), Edith Sheffer argues that the border “was not simply imposed by the Cold War superpowers but was also an improvised outgrowth of anxious postwar society.” Daily interactions along the demarcation line solidified it before it was ever physically fortified: before a border was visible on the ground, it was becoming real in people’s minds. In rural areas, however, the dynamic sometimes differed. In the Eichsfeld region, where the social fabric was often tied to landholdings through which the border now ran, border residents could act only “within limits determined in constant interaction with state” authorities. Sagi Schaefer found that “individual agency diminished over the decades” as state structures in East and West, and thereby the border itself, grew stronger. Jason B. Johnson, by contrast, follows the more familiar narrative that the GDR regime pressured border residents into compliance. In his study of the divided village of Mödlareuth on the border between Bavaria (West) and Thuringia (East), those dwelling on the eastern side found themselves in a hyper-surveilled environment where “the Iron Curtain descended with a top-down nature, a process in which villagers saw the state as an external force imposing division.”

The German Iron Curtain not only consisted of the Berlin Wall and the inter-German border, but also contained a stretch between Bavaria and Czechoslovakia that had long served as a state border and that had been drawn into nationality conflicts between Germans and Czechs during the interwar period. After 1945, most ethnic Germans from the former Sudetenland were expelled across the Czech–German border. Yulya Komska and Friederike Kind-Kovács show how those expellees who now resided in West Germany subsequently appropriated the Bavarian–Czech section of the Iron Curtain to commemorate their lost homeland. Whereas the inter-German border turned into a cruel symbol of the Cold War, the Bavarian–Czech section of the Iron Curtain carried the additional burden of memory relating to wartime suffering. Works on the Iron Curtain outside of Germany further confirm the uneven development of the Cold War divide, the importance of local contexts, and the relevance of prior experiences of living with state borders in the encounter with Europe’s postwar partition.

Collectively, these various approaches to the “local Iron Curtain” (Kind-Kovács) serve to de-essentialize the border by peeling off the layers of Cold War propaganda that have dominated its perception ever since Winston Churchill’s famous “Iron Curtain” speech in March 1946. “In many ways,” writes Edith Sheffer, “the Iron Curtain was a boundary like any other.” Despite posturing on each side that blamed the respective other for the militarization of the border and attributed to the ideological adversary the responsibility for its victims, the border itself remained a shared burden that triggered and necessitated interaction. This dynamic is best captured by the observation that Cold War Germany was politically “divided, but not disconnected.” The emerging border had predictable consequences with which borderland scholars are well familiar. Any fresh border, especially one enforced in a modern state with well-developed infrastructural networks and sophisticated interregional divisions of labor, would disrupt the flow of people, labor, and goods. It would alter economic, social, and—as this book shows—ecological conditions in its adjacent regions, and possibly even further afield. That the new border was ultimately sealed so tightly, and with increasing military force, made its effects in the abutting border regions all the deeper.

This book explores the development of the borderlands on the western side of the inter-German border. Chapter 1 introduces the economic heterogeneity of the borderlands through snapshots of the port city of Lübeck on the Baltic, the rural county of Lüchow-Dannenberg on the Elbe River, the city of Braunschweig in Lower Saxony, and the industrial town of Hof in Upper Franconia. As the tightening demarcation line made itself felt, a broad coalition of borderland advocates—elected officials in local, state, and federal parlaments, as well as civil servants and representatives from business and commerce—joined forces to pressure the federal government to help prevent their regions from turning into economic backwaters.
These lobbying efforts revealed that borderland residents cared less about living in the shadow of the Iron Curtain than about living in the shadow of the "economic miracle" that, from their perspective, was partially achieved at their expense. In their pitch for state aid, borderland advocates declared their regions to be economically, socially, and politically more vulnerable than other parts of the country and came up with the "brand name" Zonenrandgebiet, which enlisted Cold War parameters to imbue their demands with more urgency vis-à-vis regions that had "merely" been damaged by the recent war. Their efforts yielded the "zonal borderland aid" program (Zonenrandförderung), which soon became an integral part of the border regions' economic and cultural life.

Chapter 2 explains how borderland aid became an ongoing feature of the West German subsidy landscape. By continuing to depict these regions as "victimized" by the Iron Curtain, borderland advocates succeeded in turning ad hoc aid measures into a regional aid law, but they also inadvertently transformed the border regions into "the East of the West" in the process: the "zonal borderlands" acquired the image of being behind and underdeveloped. Once firmly established by law in 1971, borderland aid benefited from a path dependency that insulated it against criticism even in the face of subsidy abuse. The persistent support for borderland aid across political parties left only the European Commission as a credible challenge to this regional aid program.23 Pushing beyond 1990, the chapter addresses the economic consequences of the fall of the border and the widespread hope that the erstwhile periphery would turn into the new "center" of Germany and Europe, an expectation figured by decades of advocacy that depicted the border as the root cause of economic decline. The borderlands turned into places where the postunification "cotransformation" was instantly felt.24 The toolkit of economic aid that had been employed to prop up the borderlands now moved a few miles farther east, across the former border: Zonenrandförderung turned into Aufbau Ost (Reconstruction East), the program charged with rebuilding the economic capacity of East Germany along capitalist lines. The two chapters on the regional economy along the border not only uncover the strategies of borderland advocates to bring about and defend an aid package for their regions. More important, they historicize these discourses and show how they helped to construct the borderlands as such.

Chapter 3 considers tourism to the Iron Curtain as a way that West Germans and their visitors sought to make sense of the global Cold War through local activity. Already in the 1950s, the Iron Curtain attracted curiosity seekers and eventually turned into a well-developed tourist attraction. Sightseeing at the border began as a grassroots activity that the state eventually harnessed and transformed into political education. An elaborate tourism infrastructure emerged on the western side of the inter-German border that allowed visitors to peek into East Germany from lookout towers, travel the Elbe River on pleasure boats, and collect colorful postcards depicting fences and watchtowers. The frontline of the Cold War was put on display in a way that provoked the East German border authorities into seeking opportunities to render Iron Curtain visits less attractive for western tourists. Especially during the 1950s and 1960s, border tourism offered an outlet for West German anti-Communism and was frequently framed as a demand for German unity. The chapter argues, however, that this activity did little to overcome partition but rather stabilized the political and territorial status quo. Border tourism helped West Germans become accustomed to partition.

Chapter 4 moves into environmental history and addresses a typical borderland problem—transboundary air and water pollution. During the 1970s and 1980s, rivers carried eastern industrial waste and sewage into West Germany, the wind blew sulfur dioxide both ways. Their environmental interdependency forced both German states to the negotiating table, eventually producing the ineffectual Environmental Accords of 1987. The western encounter with eastern pollution through the interface of the inter-German border confronted West German authorities with early signs of East Germany's dissolution. While they failed to grasp this message, their experiences with East German pollution and the futile diplomatic efforts to curb it nonetheless gave rise to knowledge about the nature and extent of the GDR's environmental problems that became the prerequisite for the post-1990 ecological restoration of East Germany, a task that turned into the "most elaborate environmental protection project in the world."25

Chapter 5, in turn, investigates the consequences of the border regime for landscape and wildlife. The ecological impact of the inter-German border has become widely known through a postunification conservation project referred to as the Green Belt, which seeks to preserve the swath of land once occupied by the border and which is frequently presented as the beneficial outcome of an otherwise nasty situation. As is worth remembering, however, the Iron Curtain was first and foremost a military installation with a political function that encroached on Central European landscapes which had themselves been shaped by human interference for centuries. The chapter not only looks at the ecological footprint of the Iron
Curtain from its end in 1989 but also considers the effects of the border regime on landscape over time. It argues that the border’s effects were neither purely detrimental to nor exclusively beneficial for nature and wildlife; hence neither a narrative of decline nor a narrative of creation adequately captures the dynamic influence of the border regime. This chapter introduces the term “transboundary natures” to refer to the landscapes shaped by the border, a concept that highlights the role of the border in landscape change, regardless of whether these changes were embraced by contemporaries as advantageous for or rejected as deleterious to nature.

Chapter 6 explores the implications of the fact that the village of Gorleben in the border county of Lüchow-Dannenberg was nominated in 1977 as the potential site of a nuclear waste reprocessing and storage facility. The nuclear plant would have become West Germany’s most costly industrial project to date. It was planned on the assumption that nuclear energy would allow Germany to move beyond fossil fuels and gain proximate energy independence. In view of discursive patterns conceived in the 1950s that framed the border regions as areas in need of state aid and industrial development, the borderland location of Gorleben precipitated its nomination. The presence of the border shaped and magnified every aspect of the Gorleben siting controversy. The Gorleben decision endowed county officials with leverage over the federal government, a newfound power they exercised along the lines of the well-established borderland lobby work. The immediate proximity of Gorleben to the inter-German border also drew the GDR into the siting dispute, thereby ratcheting up an already raging political controversy. The border itself was enlisted for anti-nuclear protest activities. So were the landscapes it had created: in the plans for the nuclear facility, Gorleben opponents perceived the seeds of destruction of a rural idyll. Gorleben turned the periphery into the center of the longest-lasting anti-nuclear protest of the Federal Republic and changed its energy future, albeit not in ways that proponents of nuclear energy imagined in the 1970s and 1980s.

Although this book was crafted with an intentional emphasis on the role of the borderlands on the western side of the German Iron Curtain, it is nonetheless deeply rooted in the historiography of the Federal Republic and the GDR and draws on archives from both. It is based on East and West German materials from nineteen federal, state, and municipal archives, as well as several private collections and some American diplomatic records. It also relies on newspapers and periodicals and various government-issued publications, including ephemera like fliers, brochures, and postcards, some of which I obtained at online auctions where Iron Curtain–related materials are still being hawked. A limited number of interviews and correspondence with contemporary witnesses and actors round out the source base.

These western borderlands were where I grew up. Born in a rural county in Lower Saxony in the 1970s, I thought it normal that the country roads ended some half hour to the east. When I walked to school and past the local train station, I often sidled past military vehicles waiting to be loaded onto cargo trains. They were Dutch, French, or British. On an outing through the woods, I stumbled upon dugouts with camouflaged soldiers inside who raised their heads and signaled that I should remove myself from their war games. In the mid-1980s, we took our exchange students from France to the border and showed off the Iron Curtain. I cannot remember why we did this or what they thought about it; probably it was simply one of the few things we could do in our region that might impress teenagers from Paris. I crossed the inter-German border frequently to visit relatives on the other side. Each time I wondered why we were pulled over and searched or otherwise held up by East German border personnel, until I figured that it must have something to do with the pro-NATO bumper sticker on my father’s car. When we met up with family members in the GDR, my brothers and second cousins compared notes on their military training and joked about who would reach the other’s base first. This book is thus also my effort to understand the absurdities with which I grew up, and why I didn’t find them absurd then.
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Notes

4. This is discussed in more detail later in the introduction.
6. Ritter and Hajdu, Innerdeutsche Grenze, 83.
7. Zonenrandgebiet literally translates as “area adjacent to the (Soviet occupation) zone” or “zonal peripheral area.” To avoid these clumsy terms and emphasize the character of these regions as borderlands, I use the translation “zonal borderlands.” As a reminder of the contemporary derogative connotation of the term, I keep it (along with “zonal borderland aid”) in quotation marks throughout. I also speak of border regions, border counties, or simply borderlands to refer to these regions.
9. Preventing East–West migration actually constituted the culmination of a century-long development, as Zahr, Great Departure, has recently argued. For trajectory terminology see Parker, “Borderland Processes.”
11. The figures remain contested. The state-sponsored study by Schroeder and Staadt, Todesopfer, recorded 327 victims along the inter-German border but has recently been criticized for inflated numbers. See Alexander Fröhlich, “Umstrittene Studie zu Mauertoten nicht verfügbar,” Tagespiegel, Nov. 8, 2018. For the latest figures on the Berlin Wall see Sälter, Dietrich, and Kuhn,
CHAPTER 1


3. Klie, "Der umfruchtbare Acker." See also Mülber, "Dorf am Eisernen Vorhang." 23: "Nicht nur in der Ostzone spricht man vom 'Goldenen Westen.'"


5. The contribution of the expelled and refugees to West Germany’s economic recovery has long been noted by economic and social historians. See Wöhler, Gesellschaftsgeschichte, 35-36, 55; Hoffmann, "Binnenwanderung und Arbeitsmarkt," 219-235; Ambrosius, "Beitrag der Vertriebenen."

6. The idea that the state was responsible for "backward" regions was established around the time of the founding of the German Empire in 1871. See Jones, "Prussia’s Peripheries."


8. Ritter and Hajdú, Innerdeutsche Grenze, 28-33; Shears, Ugly Frontier, 29-31; Pritchard, Niemandland.


11. Abelshauser, Wirtschaftsgeschichte, 82-83.


13. Eick, Folgen der Zonengrenzen, 25; on interzonal trade, 73-75.


18. For political context, see Long, No Easy Occupation; see also "Die ungeliebte Grenze," http://www.saar-nostalgie.de/ (accessed Apr. 2018).


